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Land use Planning is a decision-making process that 
leads to a choice between a set of alternatives to satisfy 
certain objectives. 

YET ……
The  realization of these objectives may cause a conflict 
between the environment and the adverse impacts of  
human activities which may lead to environmental 
deterioration.

Therefore …..
How can we ensure  the sustainability of an urban  
development plan in a simple and comprehensive approach 
?????
This is the main question for which this study attempts to 
find a solution…



The SEA Tiered Levels for Land Use Plans

Level ofLevel of
government government 

Land use Land use 
PlansPlans

Policies Policies 
(SEA)(SEA)

Plans Plans 
(SEA)(SEA)

Programs Programs 
(SEA)(SEA)

Projects Projects 
(SEA)(SEA)

NationalNational National Land National Land 
use planuse plan

National National 
policypolicy

Long term Long term 
planplan

Ex five year Ex five year 
programprogram

Ex Ex 
construction of construction of 
a motorwaya motorway

RegionalRegional Regional Regional 
land use land use 
planplan

Regional Regional 
strategic strategic 
planplan

SubSub--regionalregional SubSub--regional regional 
land use planland use plan

SubSub--regional regional 
investment investment 
programprogram

LocalLocal Local land Local land 
use planuse plan

Ex local infraEx local infra--
structure structure 
projectproject



Goal of the StudyGoal of the Study

This study aims at experimenting simple This study aims at experimenting simple 
methodologies for methodologies for Sustainable urban Sustainable urban 
planningplanning of of Vulnerable Coastal Zones Vulnerable Coastal Zones 
under under environmental Stress, in this study environmental Stress, in this study 
we have the sea level rise stress. we have the sea level rise stress. 



Environmental ConcernsEnvironmental Concerns

The mean sea level rise at the Nile Delta   has an 
average1.2-1.3 mm/yr.
Land subsidence ranges between 1.5 mm/yr.
Sea water intrusion causes rise in underground 
water level and increase in its salinity. 
The shoreline is suffering from severe erosion
with some accretion zones. 
Environmental changes caused by Natural and 
Anthropogenic factors.

The mean The mean sea level risesea level rise at the Nile Delta   has an at the Nile Delta   has an 
average1.2average1.2--1.3 mm/yr.1.3 mm/yr.
Land subsidenceLand subsidence ranges between 1.5 mm/yr.ranges between 1.5 mm/yr.
Sea water intrusionSea water intrusion causes rise in underground causes rise in underground 
water level and increase in its salinity. water level and increase in its salinity. 
The shoreline is suffering from severe The shoreline is suffering from severe erosionerosion
with some with some accretion zonesaccretion zones. . 
Environmental changesEnvironmental changes caused by Natural and caused by Natural and 
Anthropogenic factors.Anthropogenic factors.



ObjectivesObjectives

To study the Vulnerability of the study area (the 
constraints) and integrate those parameters into 
physical planning decisions.

To study the Potentials and capability of the 
area for a sustainable development plan.

To study the To study the Vulnerability Vulnerability of the study area (the of the study area (the 
constraints) and integrate those parameters into constraints) and integrate those parameters into 
physical planning decisions.physical planning decisions.

To study the To study the Potentials Potentials and capability of the and capability of the 
area for area for a sustainable development plan.a sustainable development plan.



Location  of the Study AreaLocation  of the Study Area



The study area extends between the two branches of the Nile outlets for 160 
Kilometers occupying the Northern delta coastal zone between 30° 25 and 
31° 55 East and 31° 36 and 31° 20 North



The Sea Level Rise Scenario

Source: Sestini, UNEP/GRID



DataData Data TypeData Type Data SourceData Source

TopographicTopographic Maps scale 1:50,000Maps scale 1:50,000 EGSAEGSA

HydroHydro--geologicalgeological Maps scale 1: Maps scale 1: 
250,000250,000

RIGWRIGW

Land sat TM 1987Land sat TM 1987 Satellite imageSatellite image NARSSNARSS

Land sat Land sat 
ETM+2000ETM+2000

Satellite imageSatellite image NARSSNARSS

DescriptiveDescriptive ReportsReports EEAAEEAA
LiteratureLiterature Papers / ReportsPapers / Reports Internet / Internet / 

Universities/ Universities/ 
Libraries.Libraries.



Source : Hydro-geologic map scale 
1:250,000 after RIGW

Source : Hydro-geologic map scale 
1:250,000 after RIGW

Source : Topological map scale 1:50,000



Survey of  Land Vulnerability  Survey of  Land Vulnerability  
through change detectionthrough change detection

Erosion of the shorelineErosion of the shoreline threatens the threatens the 
coastal development projects.coastal development projects.

Anthropogenic factorsAnthropogenic factors cause changes cause changes 
in land cover leading  to environmental in land cover leading  to environmental 
deterioration.deterioration.
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Classifying the shorelineClassifying the shoreline
Based on the change detection modelBased on the change detection model



Result of land inventory and Trend of 
Land use Changes

19871987 20002000

AreaArea
Km sqKm sq

PercentagePercentage Area Area 
Km sqKm sq

PercentagePercentage

WaterWater 545.518545.518 18.7318.73 904.0904.0 31.30  31.30  

UrbanUrban 51.04551.045 1.751.75 208.0208.0 7.207.20

Sand depositSand deposit 206.592206.592 7.097.09 78.078.0 2.702.70

Sand dunesSand dunes 153.868153.868 5.285.28 65.065.0 2.252.25

SabkhaSabkha 159.795159.795 5.495.49 120.0120.0 4.164.16

VegetationVegetation 1065.5101065.510 36.5936.59 1353.01353.0 46.8546.85

Bare LandBare Land 703.246703.246 24.1524.15 160.0160.0 5.545.54

TotalTotal 2887.002887.00 100.00100.00 2887.002887.00 100.00100.00

Land Cover Land Cover 
CategoryCategory







Suitability Mapping for the Suitability Mapping for the 
Northern Nile Delta Coastal Zone, Northern Nile Delta Coastal Zone, 

considering the stress of considering the stress of 
Sea Level RiseSea Level Rise



Define the Criteria for Urban development based on the  
environmental baseline information

Define the Criteria for Urban development based on the  
environmental baseline information

Constraints Factors

Wetlands

Water bodies

Sand dunes

Road network

Cultivated land

Irrigation network

Urban

Coastal road

Shoreline (buffer)

Elevation

Shoreline status

Slope

Proximity to roads



The Constraints Maps



Land Suitability Model for Urban Development
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ResultsResults



Model Result



Model Output Classified according to the Digital Elevation Model (DEM)





Areas and Percentages of the distribution of elevation zones in the 
Suitable lands

Land ElevationLand Elevation
Area (in Square Area (in Square 

kilometers)kilometers)
% of the overall % of the overall 

Suitable Lands Suitable Lands 
AreaArea

Zero levelZero level 7.6297.629 18.69818.698

11--meter above sea levelmeter above sea level 27.71927.719 67.93867.938

22--meters above sea levelmeters above sea level 3.6423.642 8.9268.926

>=3 meters above sea >=3 meters above sea 
levellevel

1.8131.813 4.4444.444

TotalTotal 40.800040.8000 100.000100.000



ConclusionConclusion

The results of the study show that the study area is undergoing
both anthropogenic and natural changes. 
The most significant changes are reflected in the
transformation of the wetlands either to water bodies used as 
fish farms or dried up for urbanization.
New water bodies emerged due to sea water intrusion raising 
the ground water level and the conversion of wetland to fish 
farms amounting to 41.3 sq km. 
Eroded shoreline amounted to 6.87Km while accreted 
shoreline amounted to 7.97 Km during the study period. 

The results of the study show that the study area is undergoingThe results of the study show that the study area is undergoing
both anthropogenic and natural changesboth anthropogenic and natural changes. . 
The most significant changes are reflected in theThe most significant changes are reflected in the
transformation of the wetlandstransformation of the wetlands either to water bodies used as either to water bodies used as 
fish farms or dried up for urbanization.fish farms or dried up for urbanization.
New water bodies emergedNew water bodies emerged due to sea water intrusion raising due to sea water intrusion raising 
the ground water level and the conversion of wetland to fish the ground water level and the conversion of wetland to fish 
farms amounting to 41.3 sq km. farms amounting to 41.3 sq km. 
Eroded shoreline amounted to 6.87KmEroded shoreline amounted to 6.87Km whilewhile accreted accreted 
shoreline amounted to 7.97 Kmshoreline amounted to 7.97 Km during the study period. during the study period. 



ConclusionConclusion

The total area for theThe total area for the  overall lands suitable for overall lands suitable for 
urban development amounted to 40.80 square urban development amounted to 40.80 square 
kilometers. kilometers. 
Areas of lands less than 2 meters above sea level Areas of lands less than 2 meters above sea level 
(short(short--term plans) amounted to 35.348 square term plans) amounted to 35.348 square 
kilometers. Areas of suitable lands for long term kilometers. Areas of suitable lands for long term 
plans amounted to 6.35 square kilometers.plans amounted to 6.35 square kilometers.
RS and GIS proved to be an effective tool for RS and GIS proved to be an effective tool for 
sustainable land use decisions. sustainable land use decisions. 
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